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Pitch and Rhythm - Bass Clef - Diatonic - Assorted Meters

2019-04-16

this collection presents its user with a series of notes on a bass staff in the context of increasingly complex
rhythmic material the pitch material in this book is entirely diatonic with a space left at the beginning of each
system in which one can write a key signature early chapters use only notes on the staff while subsequent chapters
begin to add notes on ledger lines above and below the staff each chapter contains two exercises in each of the
following time signatures 2 4 3 4 4 4 6 8 9 8 and 12 8 this gives exercises in 2 3 and 4 beats per bar in both simple
and compound meters from chapter to chapter the conceptual difficulty of the rhythmic material increases the
exercises in this collection are intentionally aimless wandering and difficult to internalize they resemble standard
melodies on the surface but don t emphasize any particular tonal centre or harmonic movement they are designed this
way for several reasons in keeping the melodic material as non specific as possible the door is left open for the
materials to be used in conjunction with any number of exercises something that would be much more difficult with a
composition that dictates the harmonic melodic and rhythmic phrasing it also allows the user to read the exercises in
any key signature making this a great tool to help students learn to think in different keys the unpredictability of
these exercises also forces the user to process every note and rhythm as its own event without relying on pattern
recognition or melodic and harmonic tendencies to help in figuring out the notes and rhythms while i absolutely agree
that the skill of predicting music s direction from harmonic and melodic cues is an essential skill for any musician
to develop i think we will all agree that resources for this type of reading practice are already abundant this
collection on the other hand is designed to develop the user s ability to process raw musical data once this skill is
strengthened and internalized it is my belief that the act of reading more predictable and typically melodic music
will be made much easier as the processing of notes and rhythms will be second nature allowing the musician to focus
on musicality this book is a supplement to practising sight reading using real music not a replacement i encourage
you to use both if this material is being used to practice sight reading it is encouraged to cycle through the
exercises quickly rather than dwelling on a particular exercise for a long period of time the goal in practising
sight reading is not to learn the material but to develop the skill of reading new material some suggestions for how
to use this book include read each exercise in all 15 key signatures from 7 flats to 7 sharps practice key changes by
writing in a different key signature for each system increase the challenge of the previous exercise by using a
metronome on weak beats for example instead of putting the metronome click on each quarter note in 4 4 play the
exercise with the metronome giving the second eighth note of each beat or the last sixteenth note or beats 2 and 4 be
creative with this one the possibilities are limitless develop independence between hands by playing a repeating
pattern in one hand while reading an exercise in the other write in articulations dynamics bowing sticking or
fingering for your students to practice as with any of the dots and beams books the uses for this particular
collection are limited only by the imagination of the musician using it i highly encourage anybody using this book to
find as many uses for these exercises as possible

Pitch and Rhythm - Treble Clef - Diatonic - Assorted Meters

2019-04-16

this collection presents its user with a series of notes on a treble staff in the context of increasingly complex
rhythmic material the pitch material in this book is entirely diatonic with a space left at the beginning of each
system in which one can write a key signature early chapters use only notes on the staff while subsequent chapters



begin to add notes on ledger lines above and below the staff each chapter contains two exercises in each of the
following time signatures 2 4 3 4 4 4 6 8 9 8 and 12 8 this gives exercises in 2 3 and 4 beats per bar in both simple
and compound meters from chapter to chapter the conceptual difficulty of the rhythmic material increases the
exercises in this collection are intentionally aimless wandering and difficult to internalize they resemble standard
melodies on the surface but don t emphasize any particular tonal centre or harmonic movement they are designed this
way for several reasons in keeping the melodic material as non specific as possible the door is left open for the
materials to be used in conjunction with any number of exercises something that would be much more difficult with a
composition that dictates the harmonic melodic and rhythmic phrasing it also allows the user to read the exercises in
any key signature making this a great tool to help students learn to think in different keys the unpredictability of
these exercises also forces the user to process every note and rhythm as its own event without relying on pattern
recognition or melodic and harmonic tendencies to help in figuring out the notes and rhythms while i absolutely agree
that the skill of predicting music s direction from harmonic and melodic cues is an essential skill for any musician
to develop i think we will all agree that resources for this type of reading practice are already abundant this
collection on the other hand is designed to develop the user s ability to process raw musical data once this skill is
strengthened and internalized it is my belief that the act of reading more predictable and typically melodic music
will be made much easier as the processing of notes and rhythms will be second nature allowing the musician to focus
on musicality this book is a supplement to practising sight reading using real music not a replacement i encourage
you to use both if this material is being used to practice sight reading it is encouraged to cycle through the
exercises quickly rather than dwelling on a particular exercise for a long period of time the goal in practising
sight reading is not to learn the material but to develop the skill of reading new material some suggestions for how
to use this book include read each exercise in all 15 key signatures from 7 flats to 7 sharps practice key changes by
writing in a different key signature for each system increase the challenge of the previous exercise by using a
metronome on weak beats for example instead of putting the metronome click on each quarter note in 4 4 play the
exercise with the metronome giving the second eighth note of each beat or the last sixteenth note or beats 2 and 4 be
creative with this one the possibilities are limitless develop independence between hands by playing a repeating
pattern in one hand while reading an exercise in the other write in articulations dynamics bowing sticking or
fingering for your students to practice as with any of the dots and beams books the uses for this particular
collection are limited only by the imagination of the musician using it i highly encourage anybody using this book to
find as many uses for these exercises as possible

Marimba Music 1

1994

marimba music 1 is a collection of easy pieces for diatonic marimbas xylophones and other instruments each piece has
simple and more challenging parts all pieces have been extensively classroom tested and are suitable for children
aged 8 to adults see more at beatinpathpublications com jmadin home html sthash kgiacf1c dpuf

Marimba Music 1

2012-01

this is an important work that addresses the complex issues surrounding musical meaning and experience and the
western traditional justification for including music in education the chapters in this volume examine the important



subjects of tradition innovation social change the music curriculum music in the twentieth century social strata
culture and music education psychology science and music education including musical values and education additional
topics include the origins of mania aesthetics and musical meaning related to concepts that are well known to the
ancient greeks

Making Early Percussion Instruments

1976

introduction to digital music with python programming provides a foundation in music and code for the beginner it
shows how coding empowers new forms of creative expression while simplifying and automating many of the tedious
aspects of production and composition with the help of online interactive examples this book covers the fundamentals
of rhythm chord structure and melodic composition alongside the basics of digital production each new concept is
anchored in a real world musical example that will have you making beats in a matter of minutes music is also a great
way to learn core programming concepts such as loops variables lists and functions introduction to digital music with
python programming is designed for beginners of all backgrounds including high school students undergraduates and
aspiring professionals and requires no previous experience with music or code

Music Education

2007

percussion instruments such as drums cymbals gongs and xylophones comprise one of the largest and ever expanding
areas of music performance composition and sound effects profusely illustrated a dictionary for the modern
percussionist and drummer is an essential resource for any student professional or amateur musician who wants to
delve into the vast world of percussion and drumming instruments and terminology with an emphasis on modern terms in
many languages and genres james a strain has defined detailed and explained the use of percussion instruments and
drums not only for classical genres such as orchestra symphonic band and opera but also for popular styles such as
jazz rock music theater and marching band also included are those world music instruments and ensembles commonly
found in public school and university settings such as steel drum bands samba bands and gamelan ensembles as well as
historical genres related to rope and rudimental drumming written for professional and amateur percussionists as well
as non percussionist educators this book includes valuable topics on instrument construction and tuning and specific
playing techniques as well as instrument setup diagrams with models and ranges of keyboard percussion instruments
with more than 300 images and examples it is the ideal reference book to enable any musician to better understand the
extensive world of percussion and drumming

Introduction to Digital Music with Python Programming

2022-02-23

the routledge companion to teaching music composition in schools international perspectives offers a comprehensive
overview of teaching composing from a wide range of countries around the world addressing the current state of
composition pedagogy from primary to secondary school levels and beyond the volume explores issues including
different curricular and extracurricular settings cultural aspects of composing aesthetics musical creativity the



role of technology and assessment with contributors from over 30 countries this volume encompasses theoretical
historical empirical and practical approaches and enables comparisons across different countries and regions chapters
by experienced educators composers and researchers describe in depth the practices taking place in different
international locations interspersed with these chapters interludes by the volume editors contextualize and
problematize the teaching and learning of composing music the volume covers a range of contexts including formal and
informal those where a national curriculum is mandated or where composing is a matter of choice and a range of types
styles and genres of musical learning and music making providing a wide ranging and detailed review of international
approaches to incorporating music composition in teaching and learning this volume will be a useful resource for
teachers music education researchers graduate and undergraduate students and all those working with children and
young people in composing music

A Dictionary for the Modern Percussionist and Drummer

2017-10-13

music is an expression of feelings of the soul conveyed through the medium of sound but not all sounds are music it
might be said that only an organised sound or series of sounds can be called music thus music is connected to the
eternal and constant flow and order of the universe to the laws and rhythms of nature it can also be said that
musical order is comparable to the natural order of the universe there are laws of a certain nature in the natural
sciences and likewise in music there are structures and procedures or even rules that should be followed to produce
beautiful music the international conference innovations for 21st century music education and research provided a
timely opportunity to take stock of the latest developments in music education and brought together educators
researchers and members of the broader community in a welcoming forum in which they were able to express theoretical
and practical views concepts research results and principles to help support the further development of music
education

The Routledge Companion to Teaching Music Composition in Schools

2023-08-18

the writings of twentieth century polish composer witold lutoslawski reveal many important aspects of his approach to
music and his viewpoints as an artist and as a man in lutoslawski on music the first full collection of writings by
this famous composer zbigniew skowron has amassed an exciting assortment of essays speeches lectures and articles
many of which are newly translated in english and previously unpublished after an introductory autobiography the
writings grouped in five parts illustrate various aspects of the composer s creativity and discuss musical form
compositional technique and perception lutoslawski examines his own works as well as those of other composers and
expresses his views on crucial aspects of twentieth century music including the role of schoenberg and debussy and
the impact of the western avant garde of the 1950s the book also contains lutoslawski s artistic diary his notebook
of ideas written from 1959 to 1984 containing intensely personal reflections that do not appear in his public
speeches and writings concluding with a select bibliography this collection will give readers a unique and
comprehensive overview of the man and his music encouraging a full appreciation of lutoslawski s compositional
technique and aesthetic views as well as his position in the history of twentieth century music



21st Century Innovation in Music Education

2019-11-27

the writings of twentieth century polish composer witold lutoslawski reveal many important aspects of his approach to
music and his viewpoints as an artist and as a man in lutoslawski on music the first full collection of writings by
this famous composer zbigniew skowron has amassed an exciting assortment of essays speeches lectures and articles
many of which are newly translated in english and previously unpublished after an introductory autobiography the
writings grouped in five parts illustrate various aspects of the composer s creativity and discuss musical form
compositional technique and perception lutoslawski examines his own works as well as those of other composers and
expresses his views on crucial aspects of twentieth century music including the role of schoenberg and debussy and
the impact of the western avant garde of the 1950s the book also contains lutoslawski s artistic diary his notebook
of ideas written from 1959 to 1984 containing intensely personal reflections that do not appear in his public
speeches and writings concluding with a select bibliography this collection will give readers a unique and
comprehensive overview of the man and his music encouraging a full appreciation of lutoslawski s compositional
technique and aesthetic views as well as his position in the history of twentieth century music

Lutoslawski on Music

2007-10-29

explore the relationship between music and society around the world this comprehensive introductory text creates a
panoramic experience for beginner students by exposing them to the many musical cultures around the globe each
chapter opens with a musical encounter in which the author introduces a key musical culture through these experiences
students are introduced to key musical styles musical instruments and performance practices students are taught how
to actively listen to key musical examples through detailed listening guides the role of music in society is
emphasized through chapters that focus on key world cultural groups

Lutoslawski on Music

2007

a wonderful collection of grace nash s creative approaches to child development using music language and movement
incorporates the philosophies and techniques of orff kodaly and laban

Excursions in World Music, Sixth Edition

2015-09-25

see



Creative Approaches to Child Development

2003

marimba music for little kids is a collection of songs and pieces of music for diatonic marimbas xylophones and other
instruments these songs are suitable for children ages 5 10 some can easily be adapted for older children too the
songs for the youngest children have actions and only a few notes to find see more at beatinpathpublications com
jmadin home html sthash kx8ep96i dpuf

Continuum Encyclopedia of Popular Music of the World

2012-01-01

the garland handbook of latin american music is comprised of essays from the garland encyclopedia of world music
volume 2 south america mexico central america and the carribean 1998 revised and updated the essays offer detailed
regional studies of the different musical cultures of latin america and examine the ways in which music helps to
define the identity of this particular area part one provides an in depth introduction to the area of latin america
and describes the history geography demography and cultural settings of the regions that comprise latin america it
also explores the many ways to research latin american music including archaeology iconography mythology history
ethnography and practice part two focuses on issues and processes such as history politics geography and immigration
which are responsible for the similarities and the differences of each region s uniqueness and individuality part
three focuses on the different regions countries and cultures of caribbean latin america middle latin america and
south america with selected regional case studies the second edition has been expanded to cover haiti panama several
more amerindian musical cultures and afro peru questions for critical thinking at the end of each major section guide
focus attention on what musical and cultural issues arise when one studies the music of latin america issues that
might not occur in the study of other musics of the world two audio compact discs offer musical examples of some of
the music of latin america

Marimba Music for Little Kids

1992

the music of multicultural america explores the intersection of performance identity and community in a wide range of
musical expressions fifteen essays explore traditions that range from the klezmer revival in new york to arab music
in detroit to west indian steelbands in brooklyn to kathak music and dance in california to irish music in boston to
powwows in the midwestern plains to hispanic and native musics of the southwest borderlands many chapters demonstrate
the processes involved in supporting promoting and reviving community music others highlight the ways in which such
american institutions as city festivals or state and national folklife agencies come into play thirteen themes and
processes outlined in the introduction unify the collection s fifteen case studies and suggest organizing frameworks
for student projects due to the diversity of music profiled in the book mexican mariachi african american gospel
asian west coast jazz women s punk french american cajun and anglo american sacred harp and to the methodology of
fieldwork ethnography and academic activism described by the authors the book is perfect for courses in
ethnomusicology world music anthropology folklore and american studies audio and visual materials that support each
chapter are freely available on the atmuse website supported by the archives of traditional music at indiana



university

Percussion Instruments and Their History

2007-12-17

the concise garland encyclopedia of world music comprises two volumes and can only be purchased as the two volume set
to purchase the set please go to routledge com 9780415972932

The Garland Handbook of Latin American Music

2016-01-04

revised and expanded a performer s guide to seventeenth century music is a comprehensive reference guide for students
and professional musicians the book contains useful material on vocal and choral music and style instrumentation
performance practice ornamentation tuning temperament meter and tempo basso continuo dance theatrical production and
much more the volume includes new chapters on the violin the violoncello and violone and the trombone as well as
updated and expanded reference materials internet resources and other newly available material this highly accessible
handbook will prove a welcome reference for any musician or singer interested in historically informed performance

The Music of Multicultural America

2013-01-11

the sustainable forestry challenge the failure of implementation of forestry laws in brazil enforcement of forestry
laws in finland analysis and recommendations

The Concise Garland Encyclopedia of World Music

2012-03-21

revised and expanded since it first appeared in 1991 the guide features two new chapters on ornamentation and
rehearsal techniques as well as updated reference materials internet resources and other new material made available
only in the last decade the guide is comprised of focused chapters on performance practice issues such as vocal and
choral music various types of ensembles profiles of specific instruments instrumentation performance practice issues
theory dance regional profiles of renaissance music and guidelines for directors the format addresses the widest
possible audience for early music including amateur and professional performers musicologists theorists and educators

A Performer's Guide to Seventeenth-Century Music

2003-01-01

experiencing latin american music draws on human experience as a point of departure for musical understanding



students explore broad topics identity the body religion and more and relate these to latin american musics while
refining their understanding of musical concepts and cultural historical contexts with its brisk and engaging writing
this volume covers nearly fifty genres and provides both students and instructors with online access to audio tracks
and listening guides a detailed instructor s packet contains sample quizzes clicker questions and creative classroom
tested assignments designed to encourage critical thinking and spark the imagination remarkably flexible this
innovative textbook empowers students from a variety of disciplines to study a subject that is increasingly relevant
in today s diverse society in addition to the instructor s packet online resources for students include customized
spotify playlist online listening guides audio sound links to reinforce musical concepts stimulating activities for
individual and group work

Social Science Research and Conservation Management in the Interior of Borneo

1998

chop monster jr is a teacher s handbook that clearly outlines how to teach jazz to elementary classroom music
students no prior jazz experience is necessary for teachers or students imaginative call and response activities
movement and circle games teach young people how to sing and play jazz students will be able to groove to and play
jazz swing beats vocalize and play swing eighth notes communicate musically through call and response scat sing and
improvise one two and three note phrases independently perform kid sized jazz works

The Garland encyclopedia of world music

2007-08-02

a performer s guide to medieval music is an essential compilation of essays on all aspects of medieval music
performance with 40 essays by experts on everything from repertoire voices and instruments to basic theory this
concise readable guide has proven indispensable to performers and scholars of medieval music

A Performer's Guide to Renaissance Music

2018-08-21

the world knows béla bartók as a composer the essays contained in this voluminous compilation disclose a side of the
great hungarian previously known to relatively few persons bartók the man of letters theorist performer collector
scholar and composer béla bartók is internationally renowned as one of the most important and influential musicians
of the twentieth century throughout his life he wrote lectures and essays that dealt with virtually every aspect of
european music these essays previously scattered in specialized journals deal with the wide range of interests and
expertise folk music and musical folklore the music of his contemporaries and great predecessors a brief
autobiography the structure and performance of his own music the sale of sound recordings and music education

Experiencing Latin American Music

2003



the music of central asia surveys the rich and diverse musical life of a region that was once at the center of the
trans eurasian silk road trade and that has now reemerged as a crucial arena of global geopolitics this beautiful and
informative volume offers a resource for central asians to learn about the musical heritage of their region and a
detailed introduction to this heritage for readers and listeners worldwide the music of central asia balances insider
and outsider perspectives with contributions by 27 authors from 14 countries a companion website provides access to
some 175 audio and video examples listening guides and study questions and transliterations and translations of the
performed texts the generously illustrated text is supplemented with boxes and side bars musician profiles and an
illustrated glossary of musical instruments the music of central asia targets a broad non specialist readership while
specialists will find it an indispensable resource the book is divided into four parts an overview of the region s
music and musical instruments sections on the nomadic world and the world of sedentary dwellers which explore music
and musical life in the context of central asia s two great axes of civilization and central asia in the age of
globalization whose focus is the future of the past or how musical heritage is being revitalized and reimagined in
the contested cultural landscape of contemporary central asia the music of central asia can be read systematically to
build comprehensive knowledge about interlinked topics or used as a handy reference on specific musical styles
repertoires and traditions for instructors the book s 35 chapters offer ample material for a semester long course
while groups of chapters can serve as a module in courses devoted to broader topics in music history and culture

Chop-monster Jr

2000

music in early childhood is an accessible and practical handbook which introduces theories and pedagogical approaches
for early childhood music education from birth to 8 years and explains their practical application understanding the
theories and philosophies behind music education and how these translate into practice is the key to being an
effective music educator with young children this book provides a comprehensive overview of these theories and
philosophies organised in an easy to read format that summarises each approach and theory the book clearly maps out
how these theories are applied in present day practice also included are a wide range of helpful practical examples
and activity ideas based on the work of expert educators this book aims to inform educators of theories and
philosophies of learning and teaching in music education for young children and what they look like in practice to
inform educators of the history and breadth of music education methods and how they relate to the present to help
educators develop a theory informed conception of music education that enables them to make informed decisions about
the design and direction of their practice this book is an essential resource for all early childhood music educators
experienced or just starting out who want to develop their practice in working with young children as effectively as
possible it will promote an enquiring reflective and imaginative approach to practice

A Performer's Guide to Medieval Music

1993

americans from africa seeks to convey varying perspectives on the black experience in the united states and its
controversial history this volume slavery and its aftermath deals with four major issues the extent of african
influences on the lives of those enslaved and brought to america beginning with an essay on africanisms in everyday
life by melville j herskovits the impact of slavery on personality and social structure sometimes called the elkins
debate similarities and differences in life for african americans in the south and in the north and matters of



community class and family including the full text of the moynihan report and several pointed critiques in addition
to the commentaries by and on the works of herskovits elkins and daniel patrick moynihan other contributors to volume
i include kenneth b clark mina caulfield davis e franklin edwards eugene genovese ulf hannerz charles s johnson leroi
jones and charles keil the second volume old memories new moods contains essays on the roots of black protest the
background and character of the civil rights movement interpretations of the impact and significance of black power
and varied views on changing self images of being african american

Mapeh in Action Iii' 2008 Ed.

2016-12-05

the critical importance of past for the present of music histories in local and global forms asserts itself the
history of world music as each chapter makes clear is one of critical moments and paradigm shifts

Essays

2023-08-17

this handbook is designed to provide today s practicing musician and music student and especially today s
percussionist with a comprehensive survey of the entire arsenal of percussion resources they are likely to encounter
among the subjects covered are classification of the instruments into basic groups detailed descriptions of the
construction of each instrument including many latin american afro american and east asian instruments a brief
tracing of the origin and history of each instrument the ranges of all pitched instruments the most commonly used
beaters etc for each instrument as well as the common ones the essential playing techniques for each instrument the
way the instruments have been used in the most significant compositions of the orchestral and operatic repertoire
detailed references over 100 musical examples mostly complete score pages from the literature showing how the
instruments appear in context a special listing of latin american percussion instruments and how to substitute for
those that are unavailable an english german italian french glossary a special listing of the percussion instruments
used in the orff schulwerk photographic illustrations of virtually all instruments covered

The Music of Central Asia

2017-07-05

paperback songs this convenient new paperback sized music dictionary is divided into three main sections the
dictionary of music terms concisely defines more than 2 200 notation and theory terms and instruments and terms used
in pop music electronic music and the music business the dictionary of musicians provides more than 450 capsule
biographies of composers and other musicians noting dates of birth and death nationality historical period areas of
composition and major works finally a collection of reference charts gives instant at a glance summaries of the
essentials of music notation signs and symbols including tab and scales modes and key signatures



Music in Early Childhood

2008

the encyclopedia of percussion is an extensive guide to percussion instruments organized for research as well as
general knowledge focusing on idiophones and membranophones it covers in detail both western and non western
percussive instruments these include not only instruments whose usual sound is produced percussively like snare drums
and triangles but those whose usual sound is produced concussively like castanets and claves or by friction like the
cuíca and the lion s roar the expertise of contributors have been used to produce a wide ranging list of percussion
topics the volume includes 1 an alphabetical listing of percussion instruments and terms from around the world 2 an
extensive section of illustrations of percussion instruments 3 thirty five articles covering topics from basel
drumming to the xylophone 4 a list of percussion symbols 5 a table of percussion instruments and terms in english
french german and italian and 6 an updated section of published writings on methods for percussion

Americans from Africa

1976

this is a comprehensive introduction to the inner workings of rock music everett takes readers through all aspects of
the music and its lyrics leading fans and listeners to new insights and new ways to develop their own interpretations
of the aural landscapes of their lives

Slavery and Its Aftermath

2008-05-01

playing traditional music notes is difficult for people who have no musical knowledge you need to know the rhythmic
value of each note its place on the staff note duration and combination with other notes to be aware of all this
simultaneously demands music experience and advanced skills nevertheless even if you have never studied music you can
begin to play complicated melodies and also experiment with your tongue drum in a meditative way the steel tongue
drum aka tong drum tank drum gluck o phone hapi drum mandala or lotus drum and the handpan aka hank drum ufo drum zen
drum are percussion musical instruments designed to help you focus on your feelings sensations and body you don t
need classical music training or knowledge of music theory to play them we collect very simple and well known songs
and melodies with easy rhythms you can begin to play in just two steps first you will play using circles that contain
either a number without having to consider note duration key or time signatures these numbers correspond to those on
the keys of your tongue drum so you just need to follow the numbers you can get an idea of how the song might be
played by listening to the youtube clip of the same song which you can access with the qr code below each song then
if you find that you can play the song with more confidence you can try using the second page of the same song with
the actual notes there the same melody is written in a traditional manner with all the necessary musical symbols
however we simplified the melodies in this step as well transposing the most songs for one octave leaving the numbers
under the notes we hope that playing these simple melodies will bring you a new relaxation and meditation experience
filled with a lot of joy contents alphabet song bobby shafto cobbler mend my shoe chumbara ding dong diggidiggidong
five little monkeys humpty dumpty i love little kitty jack and jill my hat old mother hubbard rain rain go away the
big sheep this old man ten in the bed



The Concise Garland Encyclopedia of World Music: Africa ; South America,
Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean ; The United States and Canada ;
Europe ; Oceania

2013-11-26

Handbook of Percussion Instruments

2009-03-05

Music Dictionary

2002-11

Encyclopedia of Percussion

The Foundations of Rock

A Student's Guide to GCSE Music for the OCR Specification

Ultimate Easy Tongue Drum Guide
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